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13 ABSTRACT: We propose a new concept for enhancing the
14 fluorescence of ultrathin nanolayers. In this article, we address
15 the issue of efficient absorption of polymer thin films with
16 nanometer characteristics. For many applications, such as
17 sensing, but also for lighting or photovoltaics, devices require
18 the use of nanometer-sized films of a specific polymer or a
19 luminescent nanolayer in general. Usually, most studies are
20 geared toward enhancing the emission of such luminescent
21 films via Bragg mirror-type cavities, for instance, but little
22 attention is paid for optimizing the absorption of the thin
23 films. We show the principle of gain-assisted waveguiding
24 energy transfer (G-WET) by inserting a gain-active layer
25 between an active nanometer-scale layer (a luminescent
26 polymer in our case) and the passive substrate. Efficient absorption via “recycling” of the pumping photons is ensured by the
27 waveguiding effect due to this high-index active layer. To demonstrate the G-WET effect, two kinds of samples were studied.
28 They consist of extremely thin (∼10 nm) polymer nanolayers spin-coated either on quartz, referred as the passive case, or on a
29 ZnO active thin film (∼170 nm, acting as a gain medium) grown on sapphire, referred as the active case. Samples were
30 characterized by room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy under various pumping intensities. Compared to the
31 quartz substrate, the ZnO thin film induces a remarkable enhancement of a factor ∼8 on the fluorescence of the polymer
32 nanolayer. Observations show that, for the passive quartz substrate case, the PL of the spin-coated polymer rapidly saturates,
33 defining a luminescence limit; whereas, with the active ZnO layer, the polymer presents a nonlinear PL intensity surpassing the
34 saturation level. This new photonic system revealed that the polymer luminescence enhancement is the result of both an efficient
35 energy transfer and a geometrical effect ensured by an evanescent coupling of the waveguided ZnO stimulated emission.
36 Although our work discusses the specific organic−inorganic case of fluorescent polymer and ZnO, the G-WET concept can be
37 generalized to any hybrid layered sample verifying the necessary energy transfer conditions discussed in this article, thus,
38 demonstrating that this is of a special interest for efficient absorption and efficient recycling of the excitation photons for any
39 nanometer scale fluorescent layer.

40 KEYWORDS: absorption, emission, ultrathin nanolayer, energy transfer, optical gain, waveguide, fluorescent polymer, zinc oxide

41 For many applications such as photovoltaic, lighting, lasing,
42 or sensing, efficient absorption and efficient emission of
43 luminescent nanometer-scale layers is desirable. Whereas most
44 of the studies are dedicated to optimize the emission of such
45 layers, very few studies tackle the issue of optimizing the
46 absorption of these fluorescent nanolayers. The best known
47 example is probably a semiconductor quantum well embedded
48 between two highly reflecting Bragg mirrors. In this case, many
49 quantum wells can be embedded within such a structure and

50the mirrors provide the feedback and the directionality of the
51lasing emission in VCSEL for instance.1 In photovoltaic,
52efficient absorption is of primary importance. Nowadays, one
53line of research for optimizing solar cells is to engineer thin
54efficient absorbers using plasmonics and metamaterials.2 Near-
55perfect absorption was also achieved using graphene2 and can
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56 have applications in communications too.3 The idea is to
57 reduce the absorption layer thickness from few hundreds μm to
58 submicrometer thickness of silicon or other type of hybrid
59 semiconductor-metal material. For sensing applications, con-
60 sidering the thicknesses involved, the cavity configuration is not
61 possible. Fluorescence quenching polymers have proven to be
62 potentially interesting materials for achieving highly selective
63 and extremely sensitive detection of gas molecules in
64 atmosphere.4,5 But the polymer layers are required to be
65 extremely thin (<20 nm) in order to exhibit fast response times
66 and low detection thresholds.6 The reduction of the polymer
67 thickness is accompanied by a decrease in the absorption as
68 well as a decrease in the quantity of fluorescent polymer chains,
69 which are both responsible for a strong weakening of the
70 fluorescent intensity of the polymer layer. Thus, the recent
71 studies on sensing have focused on the fluorescence enhance-
72 ment of ultrathin polymer nanolayers.
73 The subject of enhancing the fluorescence of emissive
74 nanometer-size luminescent material was recently tackled by
75 Rose et al. for sensing applications with polymers.7 In this work,
76 the authors addressed the fluorescence enhancement issue
77 through a lasing action in the organic polymer layer which
78 induced a superlinear increase in the polymer fluorescence and
79 eventually led to a gain in sensitivity. Another related work by
80 Liu et al. showed that waveguiding within nanowires of
81 different lengths could select the lasing mode of the nanowire.8

82 This is done by intrinsic self-absorption at the Urbach tail states
83 of the light emitted from a CdS nanowire. This is another
84 example of using waveguiding and reabsorption of the pump
85 photons in order to achieve mode selection. However, no
86 existing study has yet discussed on enhancing the weak
87 absorption of the layer rather than optimizing its luminescence.
88 The issue of very low absorptions remains one of the main
89 unresolved problems limiting the fluorescence of nanometer
90 size layers or nanostructures such as nanowires. In this article,

91we propose, and later on demonstrate, a new general photonic
92concept of gain assisted waveguiding energy transfer (G-WET)
93for efficient nanothin film luminescence excitation.
94 f1Figure 1 presents two 3D illustrations that clarify the
95luminescence excitation issue and the proposed G-WET
96concept. Figure 1a represents the so-called standard case of a
97nanometer thick fluorescent layer (in our case a polymer) on a
98passive (nonemitting) quartz substrate. According to Beer−
99Lambert’s law, ultrathin (<20 nm) polymer layers absorb an
100extremely small percentage of the pumping intensity. As an
101example for the polymer material studied in this article, with an
102absorption coefficient of 7.10−4 nm−1 at 337 nm, less than 1.5%
103of the pumping intensity is absorbed. For devices fabricated
104with optically passive supports such as quartz, as illustrated in
105Figure 1a, only a very small amount of the laser excitation (in
106violet) is used to excite the polymer emission (in green) and
107the rest is “wasted” without benefit by going through the
108substrate. Replacing the standard quartz plate with an active
109layer made of a high refractive index material with gain is an
110effective solution to the weak polymer luminescence excitation.
111This active layer is the core of the G-WET phenomenon
112proposed here and illustrated in Figure 1b. In addition to the
113direct excitation by the laser (in violet) leading to an excited
114area defined by the laser spot size (dashed circle), the presence
115of the active layer that can absorb and reemit photons in a
116guided configuration leads to a larger polymer emitting surface
117(larger dashed circle). Let us now describe in more detail the
118different steps of the G-WET process. In order to have an
119optimized energy transfer, the active layer needs to be thick
120enough to absorb all the incident laser intensity as illustrated on
121the figure by the purple gradient. By the same token, to obtain
122an efficient transfer, the active layer luminescence needs to be
123as high as possible and to lie in the polymer absorption range.
124Nonetheless, the energy transfer (ET) process is most efficient
125if it is provided by the evanescent tail of the waveguided modes

Figure 1. Art picture of the gain-assisted waveguiding energy transfer (G-WET) process for ultrathin film optimized excitation as illustrated for a
(polymer) luminescent thin film and an active (ZnO) layer. (a) Case of the passive substrate. A fluorescent polymer layer (light gray) spin-coated on
quartz (transparent light blue) is excited by a focused laser beam (transparent violet). The laser spot defines the luminescent polymer area
(highlighted in green). The callout bubble represents a brief sketch of the polymer photoluminescence process. (b) Case of the active layer. The
fluorescent polymer layer is now spin-coated on ZnO (lighter gray) grown on sapphire (dark gray). A laser beam is again directed toward the
structure and excites an equivalent polymer area (limited by the small dashed circle). The laser beam continues toward the ZnO thin film where it is
completely absorbed. The ZnO thin film luminesces and preferably couples its emission into a guided mode, represented by the blue guided mode
profile. The ZnO guided mode spreads throughout the thin film and repeatedly excites the polymer. Thus, the ZnO excited polymer presents a much
larger luminescent area (limited by the large dashed circle). In a similar fashion, the callout bubbles represent the laser (direct) polymer and ZnO
excitation and the ZnO (indirect) polymer excitation processes. The dashed blue arrow pictures the stimulated emission.
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126 within the active layer in order to prevent the emitted photons
127 to escape toward the substrate. The idea is the same when one
128 wants to pump efficiently nanostructures such as nanowires to
129 achieve lasing emission. Figure 1b depicts the waveguiding
130 effect in the active layer with the intensity profile of a guided
131 mode propagating inside the active layer. With G-WET,
132 waveguiding is present if the active layer is made of a high
133 refractive index material. This essential element insures that
134 guided modes stay strongly confined inside the active layer
135 (ZnO in our case), subsequently realizing a great number of
136 round trips within the layer thickness. In this configuration, the
137 guided mode will repeatedly excite the polymer layer through
138 the tail of its evanescent wave, which constitutes the most
139 adequate configuration for an efficient ET process.9 The guided
140 modes spreading throughout the slab can excite polymer chains
141 lying outside the laser spot, thus, extending the polymer
142 luminescent surface and inducing a “geometrical” effect. The
143 active layer thickness therefore should not exceed the limits of a
144 single-mode waveguide in order to provide the best wave-
145 guiding configuration. The active layer luminescence must
146 particularly couple to the fundamental mode which presents the
147 highest effective index10 and, in effect, the weakest losses.
148 Finally, we must stress that another factor is important in our
149 system. Figure 1b represents the fact that the active layer is a
150 gain medium which can then show stimulated emission (dashed
151 blue arrow). This gain factor constitutes the final piece of the
152 proposed G-WET concept as the stimulated emission amplifies
153 the luminescence and therefore improves the quantum yield of
154 the active layer. Equally, this amplified emission improves the
155 propagation of the guided mode, as the attenuation inside the
156 active layer is reduced. In the following, we present an
157 experimental study which demonstrates the previously
158 discussed G-WET concept by considering the specific case of
159 ultrathin poly[dimethyl-co-methyl-(1,1,1-trifluoro-2-(trifluoro-
160 methyl)-2-oxy-pent-4-yl)-co-(methyl-(4-pentyloxy-(N-(2,5-di-
161 tert-butylphenyl))-1,8-naphthalimide)]-siloxane11−14 (cf. Sup-
162 porting Information) called the fluorescent polymer layer later
163 on. The fluorescent polymer layer is spin-coated on a ZnO film
164 grown on a sapphire substrate (equivalent to some extent to the
165 standard quartz substrate by its optical properties).
166 This copolymer was designed to detect nitroaromatic
167 compounds, more specifically, 2,4-dinitrotoluene and 1,3-
168 dinitrobenzene11 (chemical compound signatures found in
169 military grade TNT), by fluorescence quenching of the
170 fluorescent chromophores located in its side chains. However,
171 in this paper, this fluorescent polymer was used because it
172 exhibits an absorption in the 375 nm range which matches with
173 the peak emission of ZnO. The fluorescent polymer also
174 exhibits an important Stokes shift (emission peak at 468 nm)
175 which here allows to clearly separate the two emission
176 contributions of the fluorescent polymer (ultrathin film) and
177 the ZnO (active layer).
178 ZnO was chosen as an adequate active support according to
179 its optical properties. As subsequently detailed, ZnO exhibits a
180 UV emission15−19 that is particularly well-adapted for exciting
181 the studied polymer layer. Compared to sapphire (n = 1.8 at
182 375 nm) and the polymer (n = 1.56 at 375 nm), ZnO has a
183 high refractive index20,21 (n = 2.57 at 375 nm) and thus forms
184 the waveguided layer mentioned earlier. Moreover, stimulated
185 emission and gain are reported under high pumping
186 intensities.16−19,22−29

t1 187 Two sets of samples were prepared for this study (Table 1).
188 The first set (S0) consisted of a polymer nanolayer on quartz

189substrate (used as a reference), while the second set (S1) was
190formed by a polymer nanolayer on ZnO film itself grown on
191sapphire substrate. To fabricate the samples, a polymer solution
192(1.6 mg·mL−1 in methylethyl ketone) was spin-coated on
193quartz plates and on ZnO thin films with a spin rate of 3200
194rpm for 30 s. Samples were then stored under vacuum at room
195temperature to remove the solvent. The spin-coated polymer
196formed an 8−10 nm thick nanolayer. ZnO thin films used to
197prepare the S1 samples were 170 nm thick and were grown on
198R-sapphire by metal−organic chemical vapor deposition
199(MOCVD; cf. Supporting Information). Samples were
200characterized using room-temperature photoluminescence
201(PL) spectroscopy in order to study the impact of the ZnO
202thin film on the polymer fluorescence. PL was conducted using
203a pulsed nitrogen laser (λ = 337.1 nm, 4 ns pulse duration)
204operating at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser beam was
205focused by a lens onto an 1 mm diameter spot with an average
206power of 40 μW. Luminescence was collected using an
207objective lens with a 0.13 numerical aperture focused onto a
208large core (400 μm diameter) optical fiber connected to a 50
209cm focal length spectrometer equipped with a CCD Peltier-
210cooled camera.
211To investigate the influence of the ZnO waveguide, the
212polymer fluorescence intensity was measured as a function of
213 f2power using neutral density (ND) filters. Figure 2 shows the

214evolution of the PL intensity as a function of the normalized
215pumping intensity (I/Imax), for both S0 and S1 samples at 468
216nm, which corresponds to the λem

max of the polymer fluorescence
217peak. From hereafter, unless otherwise indicated, all the
218presented spectra and PL intensities are normalized by the
219maximum λem

max value presented by S0. Figure 2 reveals a distinct
220difference in the polymer fluorescence dependence between the
221two samples.

Table 1. List of the Studied Samples

sample name

S0 S1

description polymer nanolayer
spin-coated on
quartz plates

polymer nanolayer spin-coated on
ZnO thin film (∼170 nm; cf.
Supporting Information)

Figure 2. Comparison between the photoluminescence of the
fluorescent polymer film coated on quartz, S0 sample (black circles)
and on the ZnO layer, S1 sample (green circles) as a function of the
normalized pumping intensity (I/Imax). The plotted PL intensity values
are taken at λem

max (∼468 nm) and normalized by the maximum PL
intensity recorded for the S0 sample.
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222 For S0, the polymer fluorescence (black circles) rapidly
223 saturated and reached a maximum intensity limit as the
224 pumping intensity was increased. The maximum fluorescence is
225 related to the polymer nanolayer thickness and, hence, the
226 number of fluorescent naphthalimide moieties (N) present in
227 the layer. Moreover, the polymer fluorescence behavior can be
228 well described by an absorption saturation30 that subsequently
229 leads to the fluorescence saturation.31 The rapid absorption
230 saturation can be attributed to the ultrathin layer thickness (i.e.,
231 very small N). Considering a linear fluorescence dependency,
232 the calculated curve fit (black line) can be expressed in the
233 following manner,

α
α

∝ − · = · · =
+

I N I x N I N
I I

Id /d
1 ( / )FSP exc

0

exc sat
exc

234 (1)

235 where α0 is the polymer absorption coefficient for moderate
236 excitation, N is the number of fluorescent naphthtalimide
237 moieties present and IFSP, Iexc, and Isat are, respectively, the
238 fluorescent polymer, pumping, and saturation intensities.
239 On the other hand, for S1, the polymer fluorescence (green
240 line) did not saturate even at a high pumping intensity. At low
241 pumping intensities (I/Imax ≤ 0.1), S1 presented similar
242 polymer fluorescence levels as S0. However, as pumping
243 intensity was further increased, S1 polymer fluorescence
244 exhibited a superlinear dependency and rapidly exceeded the
245 S0 values. The fluorescence increase surpassed the saturation
246 limits eventually reaching an up to ∼8-fold increase at the
247 maximum pumping intensity. Because the polymer fluorescence
248 presented no saturation tendency, that leaves room for further
249 enhancement with improved experimental conditions. Figure 2
250 shows the important influence of the ZnO slab on the polymer
251 fluorescence.
252 In order to understand the origin of the S1 superlinear
253 increase, it is essential to first verify that this behavior is not an
254 artifact resulting from a spectral overlap between the polymer
255 and a ZnO defect emission. It is therefore important to
256 separately characterize the PL spectrum of the ZnO slab used
257 to fabricate S1 and, thus, verify if the PL intensity measured at
258 468 nm (Figure 2) is solely due to the polymer fluorescence.
259 For this purpose, a portion of the S1 sample was not coated by

f3 260 the polymer in order to measure the ZnO PL. Figure 3 displays
261 the ZnO emission spectrum (dashed black line) along with the

262polymer emission (black line) and absorption (blue line)
263spectra. All the spectra in Figure 3 are normalized by their
264respective maximum. The collected PL spectrum does not
265show the presence of ZnO related defect emission. Instead,
266ZnO manifests a single emission peak in the UV (λem

max = 375
267nm) that is widely separated from the polymer fluorescence
268(λem

max = 468 nm). The wide spectral separation is a favorable
269aspect for this study, as it prevents unwanted spectral
270overlapping that can contribute to the collected PL intensity
271at 468 nm and, therefore, complicate the quantitative analysis of
272the polymer fluorescence. The emission spectra shown in
273Figure 3 clearly indicate that the behavior observed for S1 (as
274seen in Figure 2) is indeed due to a polymer fluorescence
275enhancement.
276In the meantime, Figure 3 displays another essential feature
277of the polymer and ZnO layers and an indispensable condition
278of the proposed concept as it reveals a perfect spectral overlap
279between the polymer absorption spectrum and the ZnO
280luminescence spectrum. This spectral “matching” is one of the
281primary reasons for the choice of ZnO as it insures an efficient
282polymer excitation (i.e., energy transfer) by the ZnO
283luminescence. Figure 3 therefore points out to a probable
284radiative energy transfer that could explain the superlinear
285polymer fluorescence of S1.
286In addition to the radiative energy transfer, one can speculate
287the nonlinear polymer enhancement (seen in Figure 2) to be
288the result of a stimulated polymer emission, occurring at high
289pumping intensities. However, it should be clear that this is not
290the case for the studied polymer. Indeed, if the nonlinear
291polymer enhancement were due to stimulated emission, then it
292should have been also observed on S0. Furthermore, the
293occurrence of a stimulated emission can be utterly revoked
294when looking at the spectral features of the polymer
295 f4fluorescence. Figure 4 presents the PL spectra of S0 (a) and
296S1 (b), corresponding to the polymer fluorescence intensities
297shown in Figure 2. As it is seen in Figure 4a,b, the polymer
298fluorescence presents a constant λem

max at 468 nm and hardly any
299change in the full width at half-maximum (fwhm); which
300ranged between 86 and 90 nm, for the various pumping
301intensities. However, stimulated emission is normally charac-
302terized by a λmax shift and strong narrowing of the fwhm in the
303luminescence peak. The present polymer fluorescence features
304exclude the presence of polymer stimulated emission. We
305would like to point out that nonradiative energy transfer
306(NRET) processes can also lead to a nonlinear enhancement of
307the polymer fluorescence. Indeed, NRET processes can occur
308between organic−inorganic materials.32,33 However, these
309processes are extremely sensitive to donor densities and
310donor−acceptor coupling and distances. Therefore, NRET
311processes are more observed between high quality interfaces
312and for materials presenting a strong exciton confinement at
313the interface, such as ZnO/ZnMgO quantum wells.33,35 This is
314not the case here, the studied configuration consists of a
315polymer layer that is spin-coated on a ZnO (170 nm) thin film.
316Thus, the studied configuration does not present the high
317quality interface and the strong exciton confinement that are
318needed to obtain a good NRET efficiency (for a quantitative
319analysis of the exciton confinement effect in similar system see
320ref 36). PL measurements realized on a similar polymer layer
321that was spin-coated on a ZnO thin film but of lower optical
322quality (i.e., exhibiting no gain or stimulated emission) show no
323effect on the polymer emission. More precisely, a study of the
324evolution of the fluorescence intensity as a function of the

Figure 3. Fluorescence (straight black line) and absorption (straight
blue line) spectra of the fluorescent polymer, along with the
luminescence spectrum of the ZnO layer (dashed black line). The
square and circle, respectively, indicate the ZnO and fluorescent
polymer emissions. All presented spectra are normalized to 1, while
the arrows mark the corresponding y-axis.
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325 pumping intensity of the polymer layer deposited on lower
326 optical quality ZnO thin film reveals a similar PL dependency
327 (peak and saturation intensity) to that exhibited by S0 in Figure
328 2 (study not shown). The latter observation proves that NRET
329 processes are negligible in the studied polymer/ZnO system.
330 However, a study of the PL dynamics, such as in refs 32 and 33,
331 is of need in order to be more quantitative on the contribution
332 of NRET processes in the studied system. However, such a
333 study is beyond the scope of the paper. As shown later in the
334 article, the nonlinear polymer enhancement (cf. Figure 2) is
335 indeed the result of an efficient radiative energy transfer due to
336 the absorption by the polymer thin film of the ZnO waveguided
337 spontaneous amplified emission, that is, evanescent optical
338 coupling.
339 As previously mentioned, the energy transfer is achieved
340 through the absorption of the ZnO luminescence by the
341 polymer. Hence, investigating the ZnO luminescence can
342 uphold results that further confirm the transfer. Additionally to
343 the polymer fluorescence peak, the S1 spectra presented in
344 Figure 4b show a ZnO related luminescence peak. Contrary to
345 the polymer, the ZnO luminescence exhibited a remarkable
346 change in its spectral features with increasing pumping intensity
347 (indicated by the arrow direction). Under moderate pumping
348 intensities, the ZnO spectra presented a spontaneous excitonic
349 emission peak at λem

max ∼ 376 nm with fwhm ∼ 23 nm. However,

350as the pumping intensity was increased, a new emission peak
351appeared at the lower energy shoulder (λem

max ∼ 386 nm) of the
352previous peak, which presented a narrowing of the line width
353(fwhm ∼ 9 nm) as well as a behavior with the power excitation
354suggesting stimulated emission.
355By plotting λem

max in a log−log graph, the power orders of the
356 f5ZnO luminescence dependency can be determined. Figure 5

357presents a log−log plot of the ZnO PL intensity for S1 (green
358squares) taken at λem

max (marked by the red line in Figure 4b) for
359different power excitations. Figure 5 reveals a linear depend-
360ency for the first ZnO peak (λem

max ∼ 376 nm), collected at low
361pumping intensities. On the other hand, the second ZnO peak
362(λem

max ∼ 386 nm), appearing at high pumping intensities,
363manifested a fifth order superlinear increase. The first and
364second ZnO peaks can be therefore attributed to ZnO excitonic
365emission (Eex-line) and electron−hole plasma stimulated
366emission (N-line),16,18 respectively.
367Furthermore, the polymer fluorescence dependency of S1
368(shown in Figure 2) is also plotted in Figure 5 (green circles).
369Comparing the polymer and ZnO luminescence intensities,
370Figure 5 shows that a superlinear increase is simultaneously
371exhibited in both cases. Under moderate pumping intensities,
372the polymer presented a sublinear fluorescence dependency
373with a ∼0.5 order (IFSP = Iexc

0.5) typical from a saturation-type
374power dependence, cf. eq 1. On the other hand, as the ZnO
375layer passed the stimulated emission threshold, the polymer
376exhibited a superlinear fluorescence dependency of ∼2.5. The
377sublinear fluorescence dependency suggests that the superlinear
378fluorescence dependency of the polymer is due to a fifth order
379excitation (IFSP ∝ Iexc

2.5 = (Iexc
5 )0.5), which is precisely the one

380found for the ZnO active layer case. We can conclude clearly
381that the superlinear dependencies point out to a strong relation
382between the polymer fluorescence and the N-line, thus, proving
383without any doubt the occurrence of an efficient radiative
384energy transfer. However, the obtained results shown so far
385neither clarifies the origins of the strong interdependence of the
386polymer fluorescence to the N-line nor explains how the S1
387polymer fluorescence surpasses the saturation limit (cf. Figure
3882). For that, as suggested previously, we need to take the
389waveguiding effect from the active layer into account.
390Throughout the study, both S0 and S1 samples were excited
391by the same laser spot (Ø 1 mm). The laser spot thus defines
392similar excited volumes of the polymer layer on both samples.

Figure 4. Luminescence spectra of the polymer fluorescent film coated
on quartz, S0 sample (a), and on the ZnO layer, S1 sample (b),
corresponding to the PL dependency in Figure 2. In analogy, all PL
spectra are normalized by the maximum PL intensity recorded for the
S0 sample. The red lines show the spectral shift of λem

max for the various
polymer and ZnO luminescence peaks. The presented black (a) and
green (b) circles, respectively, indicate the plotted values for the S0
and S1 samples in Figure 2. The arrow in (a) and (b) represent the
direction of the ascending I/Imax. The inset in (b) shows a zoom of the
polymer fluorescence.

Figure 5. Log−log graph of the PL dependency of the S1 sample with
the polymer (green circles) and ZnO (green squares) luminescences
as a function of I/Imax. The red lines show the linear fits. Each of the
plotted PL intensity values are taken at the corresponding λem

max (shown
in Figure 4b). The ZnO dependency is multiplied by e1 to have a
better separation from the fluorescent polymer dependency.
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393 Taking this into consideration, both samples should saturate at
394 equal polymer fluorescence intensities. Nonetheless, the
395 polymer fluorescence levels of S1 appear not to be defined
396 by the pumped laser volume. This observation suggests the
397 existence of an additionally excited volume of the polymer due
398 to a geometrical (i.e., waveguiding) effect.
399 To confirm the presence of a geometrical effect, the
400 collection lens axis was gradually misaligned in the horizontal
401 direction, in order to vary the distance d between the lens axis

f6 402 and the center of the laser spot (inset Figure 6). The PL
403 measurements were conducted at the highest pumping intensity
404 (i.e., no neutral density filters were used) in order to provide
405 the best conditions for obtaining ZnO stimulated emission.
406 Figure 6 shows the evolution of the S0 (a) and S1 (b) spectra
407 with increasing d (from top to down). Regarding S0, Figure 6a
408 exhibits a polymer fluorescence that gradually decreases as d
409 increases. Eventually, the fluorescence almost totally diminishes
410 for d ≥ 2 mm. At d = 2 mm, the collection (Ø ∼ 3 mm) is
411 tangent to the laser spot (Ø ∼ 1 mm) on the outer side of the
412 spot. Hence, for S0, Figure 6a clearly shows that the excited
413 polymer area is definitely outside of the laser spot. On the other
414 hand, regarding S1, Figure 6b manifested a polymer and ZnO
415 luminescence spectra, which also decreased with increasing d
416 but, in this case, the PL spectra collected outside the laser spot
417 (d ≥ 2 mm) still displayed a persisting luminescence.
418 Compared with S0, S1 clearly presents a much wider
419 luminescent area. Thus, Figure 6b reveals the existence of a
420 geometrical effect that clarifies the origins of the S1 polymer
421 enhancement. By waveguiding, the excitation area of the
422 polymer simply increases further than just under the laser spot,
423 hence, exciting more polymer chains.
424 Furthermore, the ultrathin polymer layer does not support
425 any guided modes, which means that outside the laser spot (d
426 ≥ 2 mm), the observed polymer fluorescence is neither guided
427 in the S1 structure nor excited by the laser. Clearly, the

428observed polymer fluorescence is excited by the evanescent tail
429of the ZnO luminescence guided through the slab. On the
430other hand, the ZnO layer (170 nm) does constitute an
431efficient slab waveguide,10,22 and as a consequence, the ZnO
432luminescence is mostly coupled into guided modes.37 There-
433fore, it is logical to assume that the ZnO luminescence (N-line),
434collected for d ≥ 2 mm, results from guided modes. This
435assumption is further confirmed by the evolution of the ZnO
436luminescence features observed in Figure 6b. For d < 2 mm,
437while the collection and laser spots still overlap, Figure 6b
438presents a double-peaked ZnO luminescence. The ZnO
439luminescence shape results from the overlap of the Eex-line
440(λem

max ∼ 376 nm) and N-line (λem
max ∼ 386 nm). However, as

441soon as the collection spot is no longer in coincidence with the
442laser spot (d ≥ 2 mm), Figure 6b shows that only the N-line
443remains. Evidently, the Eex-line is only collected from inside the
444laser excited surface, while the N-line is collected from both
445inside and outside the laser excited surface. This can be
446explained easily by the fact that ZnO thin films manifest a
447strong and abrupt change in the attenuation coefficient k at the
448bandgap (∼376 nm).20,21 Consequently, a small red-shift in the
449wavelength, from 376 nm (Eex-line) to 386 nm (N-line),
450induces a colossal decrease in k from 0.3 to 0.05,20 respectively.
451The Eex-line is therefore strongly attenuated inside the ZnO
452slab and is not seen outside the laser spot area. This effect of
453reabsorption is well-known in waveguiding in long semi-
454conductor nanowires and was observed many times.8,38

455Moreover, at 386 nm, the ZnO slab is single mode,10 and
456thus, the N-line is coupled into the fundamental mode, which
457leads to its efficient waveguiding throughout the slab. As a
458consequence, only the N-line is observable from outside the
459laser spot. Figure 6b, thus, demonstrates that the N-line is
460solely contributing to the “geometrical” effect discussed
461previously.

Figure 6. Evolution of the PL spectra for the polymer fluorescent film coated on quartz, S0 sample (a), and on the ZnO layer, S1 sample (b), as a
function of the distance (d) separating the center laser spot and the axis of the collection objective. The PL spectra are all plotted on the same y-axis
scale and normalized by the PL intensity recorded at the λem

max of the N-line for d = 0 mm. The inset between the two figures presents a sketch of the
evolution of d.
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462 To conclude, we presented in this article a new concept to
463 enhance the absorption and therefore the luminescence of
464 ultrathin fluorescent nanolayers for optical applications
465 requiring very thin active layers such as sensing or lasing.
466 Using a gain assisted waveguiding energy transfer (G-WET),
467 we showed that a factor of 8 can be gained for the polymer
468 nanolayer luminescence with our system and, thus, potentially
469 decrease by the same amount the sensing threshold of detectors
470 making use of this effect for instance. We specifically considered
471 the case of fluorescent polymer−ZnO hybrid structures, which
472 consisted of a simple multilayer geometry as planar geometry is
473 easy to fabricate and has the advantage of being homogeneous
474 and rigid. Yet, the fluorescent polymer−ZnO system presents
475 an enhanced luminescence compared to typical samples of
476 polymer on quartz. The experimental investigation revealed the
477 fluorescence enhancement to be the result of an energy transfer
478 and a geometric effect. The geometric effect is shown to be the
479 consequence of guided ZnO stimulated emission as the guided
480 emission propagates along the ZnO thin film and excites a
481 wider polymer nanolayer area. We showed a way to “recycle”
482 laser pumping photons that are usually wasted in the passive
483 substrate. The obtained results validate the proposed concept
484 and show the necessity of using an active waveguiding media as
485 support. In general, we think that the G-WET method allows
486 one to lower the pumping level of the excitation photons,
487 provided that an active layer with particular properties (right
488 thickness, matching absorption, waveguiding, gain medium) is
489 inserted between the fluorescent nanolayer and the passive
490 substrate. In an ultimate approach, the G-WET concept can
491 eventually be combined with nanostructured active layers such
492 as 2D photonic crystals or self-formed cavities that can present
493 reduced lasing threshold due to dielectric confinement, as
494 recently demonstrated in ref 39. This concept goes beyond the
495 presented structure of fluorescent polymer and ZnO and can be
496 used for other hybrid structures.
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